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In this catlagoue we will show you the benefits of our smart platform & 

application which are working for Microsoft Store, Google Play and IOS Store. 

All are ISO certifyed with TÜV . some specifiaction are varying according to 

platform needed. 

 



WHO WE ARE? 
 Neema software is a software company 

established to the year 2009 in Göttingen, 

Germany, the company specialized in software 

engineering, artificial intelligent (AI), payment 

gateways, VOIP telecom, and app design and 

construction. The company made a lot of projects 

since then in Europe, Africa, and middle east. 

Neema has its own products also. 

Neema Software is dealing with a lot of 

companies world-wide like Translolutions in 

Holland, MMI-services in Germany, Siemens in 

Germany, RSW Orga (Mönchengladbach, 

Germany), FGU in Morocco, Abi sena Bank in 

Ethiopia, SSWA in Sudan, and more… 

 

 

 

WHAT WE DO? 
The company is specialized in software engineering and cloud hosting for 

smart solutions and application, through our IONC services we can do the 

best construction for a cloud network as also for a service provider, this 

specification made neema one of the best providers. in Germany and well 

known for its product and quality. 

We in neema trust on quality of work, and this made us well known for our 

solid solutions and ideas. Our customers appreciate our work. 

We trace the quality of work, like always “QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY”. 

 

OUR
CREATIVE WORK

We are desinging,  prgramming, planning, and do all the stuff. 

You just use the benifits. 

CLEAR WORKFLOW 
Help Desk, a wall of fame 

showing other participants.  

 

SOLID FLOWCHARTS 
Flowchart with design and 

mile stone as programming. 

 

FLEXIBLE DESIGN 
Design depnds on need of 

the customer and whishes.  

 

INCLUDING CRM 
Each our Platform can a full 

CRM including to help you.  

 

TRACE EACH CKLICK 
Full statistics to follow the 

visitors and users use.  

 

GRANTE SECURITY  
Security with Firewall 

hardware typr as software.  

 



 

TESTIMONIALS 
most of the big companies are using 

our ERP system, companies like 

Arabic Gum, SFZ, SSWA in Sudan, or 

Airport holding company in Sudan. 

We adjust our self to deliver good 

software with experince and 

dedicated support for any customer. 

Our customer know well our values. 

 Smart Platform should be considered 

when you are either nearing the 

completion of a new/updated brand 

or rationalizing a portfolio of brands 

Mergers and acquisitions are also key 

opportunities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

FINE DASHBOARD 
Dashboard which shows 

you all what you need.  

 

GLOBAL HOSTING 
Talired hosting adjusted to 

your exact needs.  

 

FULL STATISTICS 
The platoform is offering 

full statiscs within for all.  

 

GM. Ahmed Gaffar 

We offer global solution for all the 

needs, if it is govermental, enterpreis, 

or individual. Neema software is 

specilized in good service and solid 

with known ISO software solution, 

depending on its team and that from 

partners like ESET, TRANSOLUTION 

and more... 

www.neema-software.com 

 

Dr. Yvonne Krüger  

Project Manger 
The platform we design in neema are 

compatible with any needs, solution, and 

expanding system for any perpous. 

Neema assure its qulaity with any product and 

design we deliver. 

AUTOMATIC STEPS 
Platform is also offering 

automaic steps to be easy.  

 

FAST CONNECTION 
Hosting we offer is the 

fastest ever with 1 GB/S.  

 

SELF DEFENCE 
Platform is offering self 

automated Firewall.  

 

FAST RELOAD 
Reload functions under 

UBUNTU and IONIC.  

 

EXPAND CLUSTER 
Size of TB is expanded when 

it is needed.  

 

MORE SECURITY 
More security for big data 

and big connection.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEAD OFFICE 

Aßlarer Str 45, 

35586 Wetzlar, Germany 

+49 1766 1345 337, +49 456 777 8989 

info@neema-software.com 

 

BRANCH OFFICE 
Khartoum North, 

Safya Block 9, Nr 10 

+249 127 800001, +249 183 1989 365 

info@neema-software.com 

 

 

 The Information Security Management System (ISMS) covering assets, data, resources, procedures, 

technology, tools, client information, deliverables, and services Statement of Applicability: 

MBLMA/SOAN-011-Version 1.0 dates 26-12-2021. 

For any query 
Or questions 

Contact us 


